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INTRODUCTION
The Istitituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica National (INRIM) Due to strongly varying uncertainties initially claimed, the purpose of the comparison was to:
• Recognize and compare the different experimental setups and calibration methods applied by the participants;
• Ascertain the consistency of their calibration results;
• Determine several (4) EU_KCRVs in the density range between 600 kg/m 3 and 1 300 kg/m 3 at 20 °C
• Compare the participants' methods for the uncertainty evaluation.
The outcome of the project was that it will provide a basis for entries of the CMC tables in the density subfield and also to establish the link to the planned CIPM key CCM.D-K4 "Hydrometers".
The laboratories of OMH (HU) and PTB (DE) supported the pilot laboratory by setting up the technical protocol, which was part of this comparison [2] .
Eleven European metrological laboratories (NMIs) took part in this project and each one presented a report of its own measurements before the end of the comparison according to an accompanying worksheet [2] .
This report describes the organization of the actual project, the method for analysis of the calibration data and the comparison results. The results also allowed to determine the degrees of equivalence of each participating NMI with the EUROMET_key comparison reference values (EU_KCRV) and the degree of equivalence between pairs of NMIs.
The pilot institute prepared a report on the comparison and the analysis of data based on the results of the participants trying to apply a uniform treatment to all participants.
Draft B is intended to be a publication for the CIPM Key Comparison Data Base.
ORGANIZATION

Participants and schedule
Ten NMIs, plus the pilot institute, agreed to participate in the comparison ab initio. Table 1 comprises the participating NMIs and the technical contacts.
For the purpose of this project and to speed up the comparison, the participating laboratories were initially divided into two groups (petals), the three laboratories INRIM, OMH and PTB linked the two petals. Although a big effort was devoted to keep the comparison in process, there were some unforeseen difficulties relating to artefacts breakage, transportation; customs and administrative constraints forced to change the original schedule of the comparison as well. These problems delayed the circulation and the schedule was adapted each time to the comparison needs with the final circulation scheme defined for each artefact as shown in Table 2 . In the end, the participating laboratories were divided in two petals in the density ranges of 600 kg/m 3 , 800 kg/m 3 and 1 000 kg/m 3 , whereas they were together in the density range of 1 300 kg/m 3 , as one of the two artefacts was broken. Moreover, some laboratories could not calibrate the whole initially assigned group of transfer standards: The VNIIM was not able to calibrate in the range of 600 kg/m 3 , IPQ, MIKES and BEV were not able to in the range of 1 300 kg/m 3 .
Transfer standards (hydrometer samples)
After the substitution of all hydrometers broken during transport and which were initially sent to the laboratories as transfer standards, the project was able to restart using eight new commercially available high-precision hydrometers. The new hydrometers were graded in terms of density (grammes per millilitre) with a scale division of 0.000 1 g/cm 3 ; they were intended for measurements between 600 kg/m 3 and 1 300 kg/m 3 ( Table 3 ).
The cubic expansion coefficient for all hydrometers was assumed to be 25·10 -6 °C -1 with an uncertainty of 2·10 -6 °C -1 , rectangular distribution.
These artefacts were divided into two similar sets of four different hydrometers each to be calibrated at 20 °C.
The INRIM, as pilot laboratory, tested all artefacts both before and during the comparison except for the hydrometers 5941 and 58432, as they were broken during circulation. Through repeated measurements, before and during the comparison, the pilot laboratory did not detect any significant change in calibration of the remaining artefacts. Although at present these conditions did not allow to determine the reproducibility of each artefact, the measurements were consistent within the uncertainty evaluated by the pilot NMI (Table 4 ).
Conditions selected
The participating laboratories were asked to calibrate the assigned hydrometers at four graduation marks of the scale and the correction C had to be calculated for each of them at the reference temperature of 20 °C.
The test points and the surface-tension values of the liquid, in which each hydrometer was intended to be used, were stated in advance.
The participants were free to perform all measurements using their own procedure. It was, however, required that the hydrometers only stayed at the laboratory for the time necessary for calibration and not longer than the allotted time. When the standards arrived at the participating laboratory, a visual inspection was made and each artefact was allowed to acclimate to the laboratory environment in agreement with the given instruction.
The participants took note of all information concerning the status of the transfer standards, the apparatus used during the comparison and the measurement results on the enclosed corresponding forms [2] .
Procedure and method of measurement
In the following, details on how to handle the transfer standards, the test temperature and the marks to be calibrated, the minimum number of measurements, and the uncertainty analysis are described. Table 5 summarizes the differences in the calibration procedure and in the equipments used at each NMI.
All participants carried out their task by adopting the hydrostatic weighing in a single liquid, the density of which was known for the test temperature.
At least 5 weighing sequences were carried out for each hydrometer in air and in the reference liquid at each of the four stated scale readings. The scale readings had to be adjusted to the liquid level such that the middle of the graduation mark was aligned with the horizontal plane of liquid. All laboratories except for BEV and LNE used the same balance-comparator for the weighing of the hydrometer both in air and in the reference liquid. The weighing method was usually the direct reading of the balance, however GUM, LNE and PTB used the substitution weighing by means of calibrated weights to achieve the balance readings being within a narrow electronic range.
The majority of the laboratories used the same hydrostatic apparatus to determine the density of the buoyant liquid and to check its stability before and after the hydrometer calibration. GUM and IPQ used a vibrating-tube densimeter for both activities at the same measuring conditions, INRIM and UME used a similar instrument only for monitoring the stability, PTB knew the temporal drift of the liquid density due to experience for more than ten years. All laboratories monitored the temperature of their own buoyant liquid during the hydrometer test, in particular, INRIM, MIKES, OHM, PTB, SMU and UME determined the density of the buoyant liquid during the hydrometer characterization using this value.
The surface tension of the buoyant liquids was measured in different ways. BEV, SMU, OHM, and VNIIM knew the values of their interest from reference data. MIKES and PTB used their own hydrostatic apparatus to measure the surface tension applying the ring-and-plate method, respectively. For this purpose, each of the remaining laboratories used different commercially available tensiometers.
The mean of the parameters contributing to the air-density calculation were recorded during calibration, i. e.
pressure, temperature, relative humidity (or dew point); all laboratories usually assumed a constant value of 0.04%
for the CO 2 content. The mean of the air-density values was calculated by the CIPM formula (CIPM81/91) [3] and reported.
Accurate calipers or suitable instruments with a resolution between 0.01 and 0.1 mm were used to measure the diameter of the stem of the hydrometer to be calibrated. PTB used an automatic measuring device by means of which the separation between graduation mark and the stem diameter throughout the whole scale of each hydrometer to be calibrated were measured.
In general, the laboratories manually aligned the liquid horizontal plane with the selected scale-mark, that is, the operator aligned the two elements with the horizontal plane by monitoring the hydrometer scale through a magnifier, or looking at a camera image on a computer monitor. Mechanical devices were used for sinking the tested hydrometer. Additionally, sinkers adjustable in height were used that the liquid level corresponds to the scale mark concerned. BEV used a wireless controlled lifting device as suspension. For hydrometer calibration, INRIM applied the method based on the image processing technique for observing the correct alignment and for allowing adjustment by moving the glass vessel to the position of intersection between the horizontal liquid surface and the stem. PTB used the same technique of alignment for checking the accuracy of the alignment.
Uncertainty claims of NMIs
Some laboratories presented uncertainty contributions in addition to those proposed in the worksheet by the coordinating laboratory [2] , others considered several different contributions in an individual source. LNE included the temperature effects in the buoyant liquid density component and the gradient of gravitational acceleration in the gravitational acceleration components; so did INRIM.
Taking into account that hydrometers have the same scale division, the combined relative uncertainty of calibration is in most cases nearly constant to measure the density of liquids in the range between 500 kg m −3 and 2 000 kg m −3 [4] . Influence of the temperature distribution in the bath 3.10
Additional uncertainty due to incompletely testing device 24.37
Drift of balance 61.47
As example, Table 6 shows the percentage amount of the individual contribution to the uncertainty provided by the participants related to the hydrometer in the range of 1 000 kg/m 3 . According to this information the temperature of liquid affected directly or indirectly the major uncertainty sources which are related to: 1) buoyant liquid density, 2) readings and, finally 3) weighing in the liquid.
RESULTS
Reported data
After the measurements were completed by the each participating institute, all information concerning the calibration were submitted to the pilot laboratory using the sheets Report Form 1 and Report Form 2 annexed to 
with the associated uncertainty
In equation (2), the EU_KCRV is interpreted as an estimate of the measurand made on the basis of the measurements provided by the participating institutes, and cov(x i , EU_KCRV) is the covariance term between a result and the chosen EU_KCRV.
Several methods for defining the EU_KCRV have been proposed, among which the recommendations of the BIPM Director's Advisory Group on Uncertainties [6] has been taken into account for the EUROMET comparison under
study. In this comparison each hydrometer had been independently circulated following one of the two possible petal patterns. A single EU_KCRV has been calculated at each calibrated mark using the results of all laboratories of each petal, in agreement with the above recommendation.
The first approach for determining the reference value was based on the calculation of the weighted mean of the institutes' measurements (Procedure A), using the inverses of the squares of the associated standard uncertainties as the weights:
Such EU_KCRV, however, is not applicable if some of the institutes' measurements appear to be anomalous or discrepant.
To identify inconsistent results a chi-squared test was then applied considering the consistency check as failing if If the test was not satisfying, the EU_KCRV was computed by applying procedure B of [6] .
By means of a Monte Carlo simulation, 100 000 random samples were generated, each made of n values drawn from the distributions representing the results from each laboratory (n, here, is the number of the laboratories of the relevant petal). In this way, 100 000 values for the median of the drawn samples were obtained. The mean of such values was taken as the EU_KCRV of the single petal. Also the corresponding simulated deviation terms of the degrees of equivalence were obtained for each laboratory and used to determine a 95% coverage interval for the laboratories' deviation from the EU_KCRV.
The use of the median as a EU_KCRV reduces the sensitivity to individual discrepant results, but usually its simulated distribution is not symmetric so that the shortest 95% coverage interval could be taken as the proper coverage intervals for the deviations (1). In Figure 1 , a typical example shows the probability distribution of the EU_KCRV for the 21971 hydrometers at the mark 0.616 5 g cm -3 after 100 000 Monte Carlo trials. 
Degree of equivalence between pairs of NMIs
The difference between pairs of participating laboratories can be evaluated to assess the degree of compatibility between the measurement capabilities of the laboratories. By the 4 corrections provided by each participant for each measured artefact, a value x was calculated as the arithmetic average, the uncertainty u x was determined according to the [4] and a correlation coefficient of 1 was considered between all laboratory measurements. The relative performance of participants i and j, of petals 1 and 2, respectively, in which different artefacts were circulated, were determined as the degree of equivalence between pairs of the participating NMIs d ij [7] defined by 
and uncertainty ( 7 ) Equation (5) shows that the difference between laboratories i and j is corrected by the difference between the reference values. In equation (5), the EU_KCRV of each loop could be used instead of the reference values RV 1
and RV 2 . This fact would not have implied large changes in the result, but would have made it necessary to evaluate the correlation between the single laboratory and the EU_KCRV for calculating the uncertainty of d ij .
The uncertainty of the degree of equivalence yields: A particular situation of this point is whether both laboratories i and j participated to both petals, hence contributing to determine the reference values RV 1 and RV 2 . In this case, the degree of equivalence is given by 
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION
The main objective of the project was to determine the extent of comparability among participating NMIs in performing calibrations of high-resolution hydrometers for liquid density determination in the range between 600 kg/m 3 and 1 300 kg/m 3 . After some unforeseen difficulties relating to artefact breakage, transportation, customs and administrative constraints, the project went on two independent petals in the density ranges of 600 kg/m 3 , 800 kg/m 3 and 1 000 kg/m 3 , and on a single one in the density range 1 300 kg/m 3 .
As pilot laboratory, INRIM collected all results from all laboratories and determined a single EU_KCRV for each petal.
With the aim of including the contribution of all participating NMIs, the pilot laboratory calculated the EU_KCRV using either the weighted mean, or a more robust one, such as the median, as estimator. This was suggested in case some of the institutes' measurements appeared to be anomalous or discrepant and a consistency check failed.
The EUROMET project 702 (EUROMET.M.D-K4) was not only useful to each participant to determine their degrees of equivalence with the key comparison reference value, but also to gain more knowledge of their own capabilities in the calibration activities and in measuring the liquid density. Some systematic differences and either underestimated or overestimated uncertainties can be identified between the submitted results, although a particular good agreement was found among the results provided by most of the participants. Last but not least the results allowed also to determine the degree of equivalence between pairs of the participating NMIs.
In conclusion, these results could support the reduction of some uncertainty contributions of some participants, the degrees of equivalence in this comparison will serve as a basis for the new Calibration Measurement Capabilities (CMC) entries on hydrometer calibration and, finally, the experience acquired in this key comparison shall be taken into account in conducting the planed CIPM key comparisons and further intercomparisons in the future.
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Moreover, for each petal the table and the graph concerning the degree of equivalence of the NMIs with the EU_KCRV are shown.
Hydrometer S/N 21964
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 21964 have been calculated by applying the "weighted mean" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants reported in Figure A. 2 present the degree of equivalence with respect to the EU_KCRV of the concerned NMIs. 
Hydrometer S/N 5941
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 5941 have been calculated applying the "weighted mean" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants reported in Table A . Due to the fact that no obvious/trivial error was found, the IPQ results remain discrepant. D i x 10^6 / (g cm^-3)
Hydrometer S/N 21958
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 21958 have been calculated by applying the "median" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants reported in Table A INRIM OMH PTB GUM UME VNIIM BEV LNE SMU g cm-3
D i x 10^6 / (g cm^-3)
Hydrometer S/N 6905
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 6905 have been calculated by applying the "weighted mean" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants reported in Table A 
Hydrometer S/N 0001
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 0001 have been calculated by applying the "weighted mean" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants reported in Table A Figure A. 6 present the degree of equivalence with respect to the EU_KCRVs of the concerned NMIs. 
Hydrometer S/N 58431
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 58431 have been calculated by applying the "weighted mean" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants at the calibrated marks 1.293 5 g cm -3 , 1.296 5 g cm -3 and 1.299 5 g cm -3 reported in Table A -3 . Due to the fact that no obvious/trivial error was found, OMH result remains discrepant. Table A.13 shows also each calculated EU_KCRVs with the expanded uncertainties and/or the lower and upper limits of the coverage intervals. INRIM OMH PTB GUM UME VNIIM LNE SMU D i x 10^6 / (g cm^-3)
Hydrometer S/N 58432
The EU_KCRVs for the petal identified by the hydrometer 0001 have been calculated by applying the "weighted mean" method, since the consistency check of the measurement results and standard uncertainties of the participants reported in Table A 
